Make a power point presentation on a specified topic from the required text supported by two external readings and accompanied by five questions for discussion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Levels of Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. The presentation is thorough in content and accuracy. | __Target(3)  
<em> The presentation is thorough in content and accuracy. </em>  
__Acceptable(2)  
<em> The presentation is adequate but not thorough in content and accuracy. </em>  
__Unacceptable(0-1)  
<em> The presentation is lacking in thoroughness and accuracy in content. </em> |
| 2. The presentation is coherent and organized. | __Target(3)  
<em> The presentation is coherent and organized. </em>  
__Acceptable(2)  
<em> The presentation is partially coherent and organization. </em>  
__Unacceptable(0-1)  
<em> The presentation is incoherent and poorly organized. </em> |
| 3. The presentation cites two external sources in support of its contents. The presentation is coherent and organized. | __Target(3)  
<em> The presentation cites two external sources in support of its contents. The presentation is coherent </em>  
__Acceptable(2)  
<em> The presentation cites only one external source in support of its contents. </em>  
__Unacceptable(0-1)  
<em> The presentation does not cite any external source in support of its content. </em> |
4. The presentation includes five questions for discussion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>__Target(3)</th>
<th>__Acceptable(2)</th>
<th>__Unacceptable(0-1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>The presentation includes five questions for discussion.</em></td>
<td><em>The presentation includes at least three questions for discussion.</em></td>
<td><em>The presentation includes fewer than three questions for discussion.</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>